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Abstract
Since the time of Muybridge and Marey in the last half of the nineteenth century, studies of animal movement have relied on some form of high-speed or stop-action imaging to permit analysis of appendage and body motion. In the past ten years, the advent of megapixel-resolution high-speed digital imaging with maximal framing rates of 250 to 100,000 images per second has allowed new views of musculoskeletal function in comparative physiology that now extend to imaging flow around moving animals and the calculation of fluid forces produced by animals moving in fluids. In particular, the technique of digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) has revolutionized our ability to understand how moving animals generate fluid forces and propel themselves through air and water. DPIV algorithms generate a matrix of velocity vectors through the use of image cross-correlation, which can then be used to calculate the force exerted on the fluid as well as locomotor work and power. DPIV algorithms can also be applied to images of moving animals to calculate the velocity of different regions of the moving animal, providing a much more detailed picture of animal motion than can traditional digitizing methods. Although three-dimensional measurement of animal motion is now routine, in the near future model-based kinematic reconstructions and volumetric analyses of animal-generated fluid flow patterns will provide the next step in imaging animal biomechanics and physiology.
INTRODUCTION

Humans are visual animals, and many advances in physiology over the past 200 years have come from insights derived from the visualization of structure and function. From Aristotle to da Vinci to van Leeuwenhoek, to Marey, Muybridge, and Ramón y Cajal, to modern biologists advancing visualization technology, many advances in the study of the nervous, circulatory, and musculoskeletal systems have come about through improvements in the visualization of biological structure and the development of methods to visualize physiological function. Techniques such as scanning and transmission electron microscopy, dye visualization of biological tissues, dissection, patterns of gene expression in microarrays, and computer graphic visualization of complex phenomena such as turbulent mixing in the respiratory system all play major roles both in understanding biological systems and in generating new hypotheses for future investigation. Indeed, it is difficult to overstate the significance of simply being able to see structure and function at all levels of biological design.

Although not all biological characteristics are amenable to visual display and analysis, many are. Two such areas of investigation are the examination of animal movement (kinematics) and the study of organismal fluid dynamics. Research in both areas shares the technique of high-speed imaging to reveal motion of either the animal or fluids, and in both fields major advances have occurred in recent years. Since the time of Muybridge and Marey in the last half of the nineteenth century (1, 2), studies of animal motion and the function of the musculoskeletal system have relied on some form of high-speed or stop-action imaging to permit analysis of appendage and body movement (e.g., References 3, 4–8). Stopping the rapid motion of the body, limbs, fins, and wings allows an understanding of the kinematic pattern generated by the nervous system, the dynamics of movement, and the diversity of animal movements generated in response to predators and different physical conditions. The study of organismal fluid dynamics has also benefited greatly from improvements in visualization technology. The newly acquired ability to visualize air and water flow over freely moving animals and in the wake of moving appendages has greatly stimulated comparative investigations of organismal hydrodynamics (9–18) and has facilitated new links to the nascent field of biorobotics (19–24).

In this review, we focus within the arena of comparative animal physiology on the use of high-speed imaging of animal and fluid motion to reveal key features of the locomotor design of animals. Examples are drawn primarily from the field of aquatic locomotion but are broadly applicable to other areas of active research.

TWO ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Advances in technology often have unexpected consequences. Biological systems that have been previously studied at one resolution often reveal unexpected complexity at another resolution. This new clarity may give rise to novel ideas about how to analyze data, and from there new hypotheses often arise. New technologies, which may begin and develop in a largely hypothesis-free world of design and engineering, frequently generate wholly new subdisciplines with new ideas and experiments that were never conceived previously.

Two such technological advances have contributed greatly to recent studies of animal kinematics and biological fluid mechanics: high-speed digital video systems and relatively low-cost laboratory lasers. These approaches have roots that go back more than 100 years, but within the past decade advances in these areas have brought both technologies well within the reach of many biological research laboratories, with a consequent expansion of research in organismal kinematics and fluid dynamics. We consider organismal kinematics and fluid dynamics in turn,
discussing for each the technology, data analysis, and what we have learned about organismal function.

**High-Resolution, High-Speed Video**

Not that long ago, imaging of organismal function was accomplished with movie cameras through the use of film stock that required separate development and a delay, often days, before the sequences taken could be viewed. Nonetheless, considerable progress was made with the use of movie cameras at high framing rates (e.g., References 25 and 26). But progress in understanding how animals move has been increased immeasurably by the advent of digital imaging systems that offer immediate viewing of sequences, despite the low image resolutions in the early digital camera systems. Even as recently as 2002, an image resolution of 480-by-420 pixels at framing rates of 250 Hz was seen as a good-quality video system. Despite the considerable reduction in resolution of digital imaging compared with that of film, the convenience of digital imaging with instant viewing far outweighed the loss of image quality in the first digital systems. In addition, the use of postevent triggering with a circular digital video buffer allowed video capture after an unpredictable animal movement had occurred, greatly improving our ability to study infrequent behaviors compared with the use of high-speed film cameras. But since 2005, a variety of high-speed digital video systems have appeared on the market. These newer systems can obtain images with megapixel (1024-by-1024 pixel) or greater resolution, at framing rates of 1000 Hz and beyond. And video systems with ever-higher resolutions and framing rates are being introduced every few years. Megapixel resolution is beginning to approach the quality of film and allows visualization of details previously lost to low-resolution systems.

The application of megapixel digital video technology to the study of aquatic locomotion can be seen in Figure 1, in which imaging of fish fin function allows visualization of each fin ray and its branches as well as details of fin conformational change during locomotion. The pattern of fin deformation in both the spanwise and chordwise directions is clearly visible, and the relative motion of leading and trailing edges of the fins can be distinguished. Other recent applications of high-speed video technology include studies of bird and insect flight (27–30); rapid motion of ant, lobster, and shrimp appendages during sensing and prey capture (31–33); invertebrate locomotion (34); prey capture in fishes (35–37); and fish and lizard locomotion (5, 17, 38–43).

**Analysis of high-speed imaging data.** Analyzing high-speed imaging data is challenging, and a variety of approaches have been tried in recent years. The simplest approach has been to measure the \( x, y \) position of individual points in space from a single movie, frame by frame. Such data are calibrated by the filming of a ruler or other flat length scale to allow a pixel-to-real-world length scale conversion, giving a two-dimensional representation of animal movement. However, quantitative three-dimensional calibration using volumetric calibration devices is becoming more common and corrects (linearly) for distortions across the camera field of view. Such direct linear transformation (DLT) calibrations have been used, for example, in studies of bird flight (44), lizard locomotion (45), and fish locomotion (43, 46) as well as in numerous studies on human movement (e.g., Reference 47). The use of DLT for accurate three-dimensional analyses of animal kinematics is greatly improved when multiple cameras are in simultaneous use. When deformation of the animal or appendage is considerable, three or more cameras are needed to provide at least two views of each part of the moving appendage at all times.

An alternative to digitizing multiple individual points is now available and involves the use of an image cross-correlation algorithm. Below we consider the application of image cross-correlation to studies of organismal...
fluid dynamics, and here we focus on the use of this technique for the study of animal velocities and accelerations after describing the basic ideas behind image correlation.

**Figure 2** illustrates the basic principle of this approach [more details are available in numerous publications that address image analysis in fluid mechanics (48–52)]. Any portion of any image with a pattern can be analyzed by correlation of the pattern of pixel intensities in one subarea of the image with the same (homologous) area at some instant \((dt)\) later in time (**Figure 2a,b**). Calculation of the displacement of the correlation peak from zero pixel displacement provides an estimate of the direction of movement of the pattern within that subregion of the image (e.g., **Figure 2c**).

Some form of patterning with a variety of pixel intensities is needed within each subregion to generate accurate cross-correlation peaks, and in fluid dynamics such a pattern is generated in the fluid by seeding air or water flows with small reflective particles (10, 12, 53–55).

When each subregion of the entire image with a pattern is analyzed, often with 50% overlap among subregions, a matrix of velocity vectors that describes the motion of the patterned elements within the image is produced. For example, **Figure 2d** shows an image of the...
dorsal fin and tail of a swimming perch illuminated by laser light showing the characteristic speckled pattern of reflections from seeded particles added to the water (56). Figure 2c shows the matrix of velocity vectors generated by analyzing numerous subregions within the image, and this pattern provides an excellent estimate of the movement of the fluid.

Most usefully for studies of animal kinematics, this cross-correlation approach, developed for studies of fluid mechanics, can also be applied to appropriately patterned images of moving animals. Figure 3 shows just such an analysis from Danos & Lauder (57), in which the pattern on the body of a zebrafish was analyzed as the fish executed a turning maneuver. The lighting used for these recordings produced a dark background and an illuminated fish that was tracked with image cross-correlation. A distinct center of rotation can be seen over the body between the pectoral fins (Figure 3c), and vectors located at various points on the body can be extracted for further analysis.

Image cross-correlation has the further benefit of avoiding the laborious tasks of digitizing individual points on the body of moving animals and then differentiating these data twice to obtain velocities and accelerations (see References 58 and 59). Because velocity data are obtained directly and overall body velocity results from the averaging of many vectors, accuracy is greatly increased for the measurement of body or appendage acceleration. Figure 4 shows an analysis of body accelerations resulting from pectoral fin locomotion in a bluegill sunfish. Velocity vectors were calculated for a sequence of images of the fish while it was moving (Figure 4a), and a region of vectors over the center of mass was extracted and averaged to obtain the pattern of body velocity change through time in both the vertical (lift) and front-back (thrust) directions. Integration and differentiation of these data generate displacements and accelerations, respectively.

What have we learned? If we do not know how biological structures move, it is difficult to understand the function of muscles that power movement and the diversity of behaviors performed by animals. Accurate kinematic data now form the basis of most studies on the comparative biomechanics of movement and are foundational for analyses of neural control and pattern generation by the central nervous system. Furthermore, kinematic data are often critical as input into fluid dynamic or mechanical models (3, 32, 60–65) and as such form a crucial step in understanding how animals generate force during movement.

Examples of discoveries from kinematic analyses of animals include
1. prey capture using remarkably fast motions (e.g., References 26, 33, 35, and 37),
2. determining the natural mechanical environment of muscle (e.g., References 20, 60, and 61), and
3. understanding the origin and function of animal limbs, wings, and fins (e.g., References 3, 5, 28, 46, 64, 67, and 99).

Digital imaging in the future. The desire for ever higher framing rates at ever higher resolutions has not abated. Many studies, especially those on insect flight dynamics, could benefit from 2–3-megapixel resolution at framing rates up to and beyond 10,000 fps. Such camera systems will undoubtedly appear within the near future. For studies of larger animals moving in air or on land, for which infrared reflective markers of millimeter size or greater can be attached, automated data acquisition is now becoming more common (66–68). With automatic motion capture, DLT calibration, and the use of numerous cameras stationed around the moving body to see many markers at the same time, digitizing of individual points is effectively eliminated. Data obtained automatically from such markers can also be integrated with three-dimensional models of the skeleton to provide a full visualization of a moving body and
appendages. Integration of digitized data, however obtained, with three-dimensional models of moving elements is an important new direction that will likely develop rapidly as our ability to reconstruct three-dimensional animal geometries improves (69, 70).

**Laser Imaging of Fluid Flow Patterns**

The availability of relatively low-cost laboratory lasers that biologists can purchase and use with reasonable ease has revolutionized the analysis of the fluid dynamics of animal locomotion. The technique of digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV, often simply termed...
PIV), relies on lasers to produce light to image fluid flow patterns that are then analyzed with image cross-correlation (Figure 2). DPIV has allowed comparative physiologists to investigate the dynamics of movement though fluids in ways not previously possible. Flow visualization has for many years been accomplished in a largely qualitative way with dye or smoke trails, and such visualizations have been extremely useful. But the ability to reconstruct patterns of fluid movement around moving animals quantitatively has provided a new approach to the study of organisms moving in fluids by allowing estimates of locomotor force, the testing of biomechanical models of animal function, the validation of computational fluid dynamic models, and experimental study of the functional significance of the diversity of organismal shapes and sizes.

Two basic methods for data acquisition.
The analytical methodology of DPIV is described above (Figure 2) in relation to images to which cross-correlation techniques can be applied. Analysis of fluid flow requires laser illumination of small (1–20 μm) particles introduced into the fluid. Two basic types of lasers have been used for studies of biological fluid dynamics.

First, argon-ion lasers with up to 10 W of power, which generate a continuous laser beam, have been used with good success to generate thin (1–2 mm thick) sheets of light for studies of aquatic locomotion (4, 53, 55, 71–74). Optics of various kinds are used to spread the beam out into a light sheet, and organisms are induced to move their body or appendages either in the laser light sheet or in front of the light sheet so that fluid flow induced by movement can be visualized. Because continuous lasers produce light without interruption, standard high-speed digital cameras can be used to film particle motion in the light sheet. Figure 5 shows a variety of experimental arrangements of continuous laser light sheets and high-speed video used for studies of swimming fishes. Either one light sheet or two simultaneous light sheets (generated by two lasers) can be used with one- or more-megapixel digital high-speed cameras to image flow at different locations on a swimming fish (Figure 5a). The laser beam may be scanned through a volume occupied by the moving animal (Figure 5b), producing a more three-dimensional image of flow.

Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV): the use of image cross-correlation on digital images containing patterns of fluid motion (produced by seeding the fluid with reflective particles) to generate a matrix of velocity vectors.
Figure 3

High-speed video images of zebrafish (Danio rerio) executing a routine turn. Panels a and b show the position of the zebrafish at the start of a turn and 40 ms later, respectively. These images are analyzed with image cross-correlation to calculate the velocity of the moving animal. Image cross-correlation tracks the movement of patterns on animals as well as particle displacements in fluid flows, as described in Figure 2. A magnified view of the head of the zebrafish in panel b is shown in panel c. Cross-correlation analysis provides velocity vectors that effectively cover the animal and allow tracking of regional differences in movement. For example, in panel c, clockwise rotation of the head and body of the zebrafish and the center of rotation over the base of the right pectoral fin at this point in time can be clearly seen. Small regions of vectors from various points on the body are extracted for further analysis. Modified from Reference 57, with permission.

Another approach is to orient the light sheet in a transverse direction to the moving animal (Figure 5c) and take high-speed images via mirrors behind the animal to quantify flow moving orthogonal to the light sheet (5, 18). If appropriate filters are used with multiple cameras, accurate images of animal position can be obtained with red light; at the same time, stereo images of flow through the transverse light sheet can be obtained with two DPIV cameras that are filtered to see the green laser light reflections (Figure 5c; 18).

The second, and still most commonly used, approach to DPIV is to employ a pulsed laser that generates very short (down to 10 ns) high-energy pulses of laser light but with relatively low frequency (images are captured in pairs at 1–30 Hz). When flow is very fast [10–15 m s$^{-1}$, for example, as when flying birds or bats are studied (10, 12, 75)], lasers with considerable
The use of image correlation to analyze body motion during locomotion. Image correlation (see Figure 2) is applied to each frame of a high-speed video of pectoral fin locomotion in a bluegill sunfish, and a matrix of velocity vectors is calculated for the whole image, the background, and the moving animal. Panel a shows a sample frame. Vectors calculated over the body of the animal reflect the velocity of the moving body at that time. A region of the images that accurately reflects body motion only (red box) is selected, and the mean of all velocity vectors in this region is calculated from a series of these images; this shows body velocity through time (b). If velocity vectors over a region of the body (red box) are averaged and image correlation is used to calculate velocity directly, only one differentiation and integration step is needed to give the acceleration and position, respectively, of the body. [This contrasts with errors that are introduced by manual digitization of one point on the body followed by double differentiation to calculate acceleration (107).] In this case, a double acceleration peak can be seen in the direction of body motion, indicating that the fish accelerates on both the outstroke and return stroke of the pectoral fin (5, 62).

power are needed to illuminate the rapidly moving particles. Specialized digital cameras are synchronized with the laser pulses to obtain image pairs of the moving fluid. The short time exposure is excellent at capturing rapid motion, but with such low frequencies of sampling, a long time series of continuous images that accurately samples fast motions cannot be obtained. Rather, multiple snapshots taken at different times are used to reconstruct the flow pattern.

Once images of particles moving in the fluid are obtained, analysis by image cross-correlation, as described above, provides a matrix of velocity vectors (e.g., Figure 2e) that leads to numerous useful analytical steps. The size of the velocity vector matrices has increased dramatically in recent years as the resolution of high-speed digital cameras has approached one megapixel, and the increase in number of vectors allows much greater resolution in reconstructing fluid flow patterns. Early analyses with lower-resolution video cameras (55) generated matrices of 20 by 20 vectors (400 total vectors), but it is now routine to calculate 175 by 175 vectors (30,625 total vectors) per pair of megapixel images. For a 1000-Hz high-speed digital
video of wake flow around a swimming fish, for example, analysis of a behavior lasting 1 s would generate a data set of a little more than 15.3 million vectors (500 image pairs times approximately 30,000 vectors per pair).

Image cross-correlation DPIV analysis is so useful because the vector matrix provides a wealth of information on locomotor dynamics. Figure 6 summarizes a selected set of useful calculations that can be completed once the velocity vector field has been estimated. Determining the geometry of fluid motion allows analysis of vortex rings generated by moving animals (12, 42, 55, 56, 76), quantification of fluid rotation (vorticity), vortex strength (circulation), and fluid momentum that results
from animal motion as well as force, work, and power. These are quantities that are much more easily calculated for terrestrial locomotor systems in which animals step on force plates, but for aquatic or aerial systems, DPIV is needed to allow estimates of the kinetics of locomotion.

Although DPIV is most often used as a two-dimensional technique that gives information on the flow in a single thin sheet of light, if a separate set of experiments is conducted, reorientation of light sheet orientation can provide some three-dimensional information on flow patterns that allows an estimation of different force components as shown in Figure 6 (55). However, stereo DPIV is a modification of standard DPIV methods that uses two cameras in a stereo configuration to estimate the out-of-plane flow component directly (18, 77, 78). If a transverse light sheet is used as shown in Figure 5c in combination with stereo DPIV techniques, a good estimate of all three vector components of flow can be obtained. Data from such an experiment are shown in Figure 7, which illustrates velocity vectors in the x, y, and z directions. Such data begin to approach a fully three-dimensional reconstruction of fluid flows generated by organisms.

Another modification of standard DPIV techniques that can be used to increase the three-dimensionality of the data is to rapidly scan the light sheet through a volume of flow in the wake of a moving animal (18, 79). Data shown in Figure 8 were obtained with the scanning procedure illustrated in Figure 5b and demonstrate the fluid flow produced by the pectoral fin of a swimming bluegill sunfish at two different times in the fin beat cycle. The vortical structure produced by the fin in the fluid can be seen clearly with two counterrotating centers of flow.

**Tips for success with experiments and analysis.** DPIV experiments can be tricky to set up initially, and several problems can crop up to make data analysis and interpretation difficult. Here we provide several tips that we...

---

**Figure 5**

Imaging fluid flow with digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) requires illumination of the flow around the body and moving appendages. This is typically accomplished with argon-ion lasers and with optics to spread the laser beam into a thin (1–2 mm) light sheet that is projected toward the moving animal. Panel a shows a brook trout swimming between two light sheets produced by two continuous-wave argon-ion lasers to study the function of dorsal and anal fins. High-speed digital video cameras image the fin wake flow patterns simultaneously from above and below. Image by E. Standen, from Standen & Lauder (43), with permission. Panel b shows a modification of the DPIV technique: A laser light sheet is scanned through the moving animal to image the fluid wake dynamically and provide a more three-dimensional picture of flow patterns. Still frames from two times during the scan are shown. Flow in the plane of the laser light sheet is imaged from below. Panel c shows the experimental arrangement of high-speed cameras used to image flow patterns in a stereo configuration, providing an estimate of all three directional components of flow velocity: x, y, and z. Shown is an example of the experimental arrangement for stereo DPIV through the use of a light sheet transverse to swimming bluegill, downstream of the beating pectoral fin. The top panel of c shows a schematic top view of the experimental arrangement of cameras and the swimming fish. The use of three high-speed cameras allows simultaneous imaging of body and fin position (camera 1) and stereo DPIV of flow through the transverse light sheet (top panel, camera 2 and 3). These two cameras were aimed at a mirror downstream of the swimming fish, imaging at 500 Hz, 1/2000-s shutter speed, and provided data on the u, v, and w components of flow through the transverse laser light sheet. The middle panel of c shows the three cameras, the mirror in the flow tank, and the projected transverse laser light sheet. Filters on the cameras allowed kinematic data to be obtained through the use of red light and camera 1, filtering out green laser light. In contrast, only green laser light was seen by cameras 2 and 3, which imaged flow in the laser light sheet. The bottom panel of c shows a bluegill swimming in the flow tank; the transverse light sheet is visible as the sheet meets the side of the body. The image in the bottom panel of c is courtesy of E. Tytell. Modified from Reference 18, with permission.
1. Velocity of induced flow (cm s\(^{-1}\))
2. Geometry of induced flow (cm)
3. Vorticity: fluid rotation (rad s\(^{-1}\))
4. Circulation: vortex strength, \(\Gamma\) (cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\))
5. Fluid momentum: \(M = \rho \Gamma A\) (g cm s\(^{-1}\))
6. Force \(F = M/t\) (N)
   - Thrust \((F_x)\)
   - Lift \((F_z)\)
   - Medial \((F_y)\)
7. Work \(W = F D\) (J)
8. Power \(P = W/t\) (W)

Figure 6
Schematic wake flow patterns behind the pectoral fin of a bluegill sunfish (\textit{Lepomis macrochirus}) as seen in the top view (left panel; \(x, z\) axes) and side view (right panel; \(y, z\) axes). Velocity vectors calculated with image cross-correlation (Figure 2) are shown as a matrix of blue arrows that reflect patterns of local flow velocity induced by fin motion. Once the velocity of induced flow is estimated with image cross-correlation, a wide range of quantities important for the study of aquatic locomotion can be calculated from velocity vector matrices: vorticity, a measure of fluid angular velocity; circulation, a measure of vortex strength; momentum, equal to the density of water times the vortex circulation times the area of the vortex ring (13, 53, 55); three components of force, in Newtons, equal to fluid momentum divided by the time of the fin beat, partitioned into components by analyzing the direction of the main fluid momentum jet in the center of the vortex ring in both the \(xz\) and \(xy\) planes; work, in Joules, equal to the force times the distance moved during the fin beat; and power, in Watts, equal to the work divided by the time of the fin beat.

Hope will be useful for biologists who might be contemplating using the DPIV approach to quantify flows around their organisms.

First, DPIV need not be expensive. Although expenses for high-power lasers with cooling systems and megapixel high-speed digital cameras can indeed add up, successful experiments have been conducted with laser pointers and camcorders in aquatic systems (80). Analysis packages to perform image cross-correlation are available for free on the Internet as Matlab code, and they do basic analysis functions well.

Second, test your system against a known flow or simple model (81). Imaging fluid flow around a flat plate, cylinder, boundary layer (which has a very well-developed body of theory), or fixed wing of known profile (and hence lift and drag characteristics) will give confidence that the velocity vectors and forces that you calculate are reasonable.

Third, it is critical to view flow images carefully to look for the major flow features. The human eye is very good at picking out patterns in movies of flowing particles, and these patterns should correspond generally to those seen in the analyzed vector fields.

Fourth, control the movement of the animal as best you can (using flow tanks, wind tunnels, or special lighting patterns) to obtain...
repeatable behaviors that show similar flow patterns. Use multiple individuals because there can often be substantial differences in behavior among individuals.

Fifth, it is best to use multiple high-speed cameras, if they are available, to know exactly where the animal is relative to the laser light sheet. Too many published studies use only a single camera, and the position of the animal relative to the sheet is not known, greatly complicating the analysis of flow patterns.

There is a very large literature on DPIV that addresses technical issues of particle density, size of image correlation windows, deformation of correlation windows, and temporal sampling of flows of different velocity (e.g., References 51, 52, 82, 83). Biologists should be aware that commercial DPIV software has an almost overwhelming number of parameters that can be adjusted and that the best teacher will be practice in analyzing canonical flow situations, combined with judicious reading within the extensive literature.

From the biological perspective of comparative physiology and biomechanics, key recent issues of interest to researchers using DPIV are (a) new methods for calculating locomotor forces through the use of velocity vector data (18, 84, 85) and (b) the use of multiple laser light sheets and methods such as laser scanning and stereo DPIV to begin to approach a more three-dimensional view of flow patterns (18, 77).

**What have we learned?** Analyses of fluid flows around swimming and flying animals have led to a much more complete understanding of how unsteady fluid forces are generated and manipulated by moving organisms. Key insights include understanding the effects of changes in Reynolds number on locomotor performance (86, 87), clarifying the role of leading-edge vortices in propulsive force generation (14, 88), understanding how animals use multiple propulsive surfaces at the same time to balance locomotor forces (43, 74, 89), understanding the limits of locomotor performance and the fluid dynamic basis of gait change and maneuvers (71, 90, 91), demonstrating how flexible biological propulsive surfaces compare with rigid engineered foils (5, 62), documenting vortex wake patterns and how animals track these patterns through the fluid (10, 12, 55, 75, 80, 92, 93), and using DPIV to test aerodynamic models of lift generation (94, 95). In addition, DPIV has proven to be a very useful adjunct to the use of biorobotic models (14, 17, 96) and allows flows generated by computer-controlled robotic devices to be compared with those produced in vivo by moving animals.

Examples of recent discoveries from hydrodynamic analyses of animals include...
Sample data from a scanning DPIV analysis of fluid flow in the wake of the pectoral fin of a swimming bluegill sunfish. Yellow arrows show the velocity field. A laser light sheet was scanned through a swimming bluegill sunfish to reveal the fluid dynamic wake generated by the pectoral fin as shown in Figure 5b. The laser light sheet scanned from the top to the bottom of the fish, and wake flows were imaged from below at 500 Hz. Images show the wake flow patterns early in the fin outstroke (a) and at the transition from outstroke to instroke (b). Mean free-stream flow has been subtracted. Modified from Reference 18, with permission.

1. understanding how insect wings generate forces for flight (e.g., References 13, 14, and 96),
2. the diverse vortex wakes of swimming and flying animals (e.g., References 10, 12, 42, and 55),
3. how fins or wings in series can interact hydrodynamically and increase thrust (e.g., References 42, 43, and 73), and
4. testing the predictions of fluid dynamic models (e.g., References 62, 63, 94, and 95).

THE FUTURE OF KINEMATIC AND FLOW IMAGING

Organism-level imaging is in the midst of a tremendous growth period, and new technologies are being developed almost every year. The future of organismal imaging lies in two directions: the extension of both kinematic and fluid dynamic visualization into three dimensions, and three-dimensional visualization of internal movements using X-ray or high-energy beam imaging.

The ability to perform three-dimensional volumetric fluid imaging (termed tomographic PIV) with the entire flow volume measured at one time, and then to track changes in volumetric flows through time, is now becoming reality (97; see also 98). Studies of animal kinematics are also moving increasingly into three dimensions, not only with the use of multiple high-speed cameras to track individual points in the x, y, and z dimensions (3, 44, 99), but also with the construction of three-dimensional models of the animal or its skeleton and then animation of the model's
motion on the basis of the animal’s measured movements (69, 70).

The ability to view the motion of internal elements in animals has been accomplished with X-ray cinematography (100–104) and, more recently, with X-ray synchrotron imaging (105, 106). Both approaches have provided important new information on the mechanics and physiology of animals, and such internal visualizations will undoubtedly become ever more important in the future, especially as X-ray imaging evolves to use multiple simultaneous X-ray sources and the reconstruction of three-dimensional motions inside animals.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Since the time of Muybridge and Marey in the last half of the nineteenth century, studies of animal movement have relied on some form of high-speed or stop-action imaging to permit analysis of appendage and body motion.

2. The advent, within the past ten years, of megapixel-resolution high-speed digital imaging with maximal framing rates of 250 to 100,000 images per second has allowed new approaches to studying musculoskeletal function in comparative physiology that now extend to imaging flow around moving animals and calculating fluid forces produced by animals moving in fluids.

3. Image cross-correlation algorithms as employed by digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) analyses are a useful method for analyzing patterns of both animal and fluid motion and are the primary means by which fluid flow patterns in the wake of moving animals are estimated.

4. A diversity of vortex wakes generated by swimming and flying animals has now been described through the use of DPIV, and calculations based on the velocity vector fields allow an understanding of the mechanisms of force generation used by animals during feeding, swimming, and sensing in fluid environments.

5. New DPIV techniques such as scanning DPIV and transverse light sheet DPIV provide near-three-dimensional views of fluid flow patterns generated by moving animals.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. High-speed digital cameras will continue to improve in resolution and framing rate, making studies of rapid organismal movements and induced fluid flows ever more feasible.

2. Current two-dimensional analyses of organismal fluid dynamics using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) will increasingly give way to techniques that provide three-dimensional information such as scanning DPIV, time-resolved stereo DPIV, and pseudovolumetric analyses that use laser light sheets oriented transversely to free-stream flow.

3. Volumetric analyses that permit full three-dimensional instantaneous capture of fluid flows generated by moving organisms will become routine within the next ten years.

4. Analysis of kinematic data on moving organisms will increasingly use model-based approaches that animate three-dimensional models of organismal anatomy based on measured kinematics.
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